
MAKE ART, 
MAKE MONEY

www.yourartgallery.com

YOUR ART GALLERY IS A PROFESSIONAL ONLINE 
GALLERY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS AND ARTISTS 

TO SELL THEIR WORK



Your Art Gallery is a professional online gallery where 
photographers and artists can promote and sell their work. 
The site was designed to be the premier destination for 
amateurs, enthusiasts, students and professionals to gain 
valuable experience and to accelerate their careers. 

For art buyers it provides unprecedented choices to find 
exactly the type of image they are looking for, at the size 
they want it, and at a price point that works for them.  

Artists simply upload, describe and price their work. Your 
Art Gallery takes care of everything else from production 
to fulfillment, depositing the artists’ 90% commissions 
directly into their accounts.

Our team is committed to redefining the gallery experience 
in an easy to use, online interface. 

Taking pictures and making art is a shared passion between 
all of our artists and we aim to be their gateway into a 
sophisticated gallery community. Your Art Gallery currently 
represents over 3000 photographers and artists from 98 
countries. Join Us!

Your Art Gallery is poised for extraordinary growth in 
the coming months.  Interest from our members, or 
‘artists-in-residence,’ is rising at a steady pace, as is the 
awareness from potential buyers, collectors and curators.
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ARTIST BIO
Peter Guttman is an award-winning 
photographer, travel journalist and 
author of eight hardcover books. He 
was cited as one of “20 of the World’s 
Most Influential Photographers” while 
receiving the George Eastman Power 
of the Image Award in Beijing, China. 
He has twice been the recipient of the 
Lowell Thomas Travel Journalist of the 
Year and is the creator of the number 
one bestselling iPad travel app, Beautiful 
Planet HD; a groundbreaking showcase 
of the beauty and diversity of the earth 
and named by NBC News as one of “eight 
outstanding apps”. Guttman’s photography 
has been featured in Life Magazine’s 
legendary spreads, comprised the first 
ever travel campaign for Calvin Klein, and 
commanded one man exhibitions at the 
United Nations, the American Film Festival 
in Deauville, France, and at Sotheby’s 
where he was the first living artist whose 
work was showcased on an entire floor. 
He has taught travel photography at the 
International Center of Photography, been 

a frequent contributor to Conde Nast Traveler, National Geographic Adventure and Outside 
magazines and had his work headlined in chapters of the Kodak Guide to Shooting Great 
Travel Pictures as well as the New York Institute of Photography’s book, Top Tips from Top 
Travel Photographers. Guttman earned a nomination for the Alfred Eisenstaedt Award for 
Magazine Photography, was a Finalist in the international Travel Photographer of the Year, and 
has been the subject of three profiles in The New York Times. His annual photography events 
have been called “one of the hottest tickets in New York City” by National Public Radio. 
Guttman was most recently honored with a Lifetime Achievement Award from the New York 
Travel Writers Society and an Alumni Achievement Award from Binghamton University. His 
work has been seen at museums, amongst films, on postage stamps and in the collection of 
both astronauts and international royalty. 

www.peterguttman.com
Instagram: @peterguttman

“Biking thru Tulip Fields Almaar, 
Netherlands 1997”
USA

30”x20” 
Limited Edition 1 of 15
HDC Matte Paper – Handcrafted White Frame
$1246.00

PETER GUTTMAN



ARTIST BIO
Chase Guttman is an award-winning 
travel photographer, drone photography 
expert, author, writer, lecturer and social 
media influencer. Three-time recipient 
and first American to win Young Travel 
Photographer of the Year, a prestigious 
international competition judged by 
museum curators and magazine editors, 
Guttman was named a World’s Top Travel 
Photographer by Condé Nast Traveler, a 
Rising Star by Instagram and won the 2017 
Walter Cronkite Award for Excellence in 
Storytelling and Exploration—a lifetime 
achievement level honor. His recent book, 
The Handbook of Drone Photography, was 
one of the first written on the topic and 
received critical acclaim from publications 
such as Travel + Leisure, The Telegraph, 
Business Insider, The Daily Mail and the 
New York Post, among others.

Named a 3 Best Travel Photography 
Blogger by USA Today, Guttman is a 
frequent contributor to the New York 

Daily News, The Huffington Post, Family Travel and Light Stalking. He has been published in 
National Geographic Publications, Condé Nast Traveler, Travel + Leisure, Lonely Planet, Photo 
District News, The Guardian, CNN, BBC, ESPN and more.

Guttman has lectured at the George Eastman House International Museum of Photography 
and Film, The National Arts Club and B&H. His photographic advice has been spotlighted 
in numerous global publications; he’s led workshops overseas and has taught multiple 
travel and drone photography courses. The Manhattan Borough President opened his solo 
exhibition in New York City when he was just 16 years old and he since had his work shown 
at the esteemed Royal Geographical Society as well as Photo Beijing, Saint James Cavalier 
and Calumet Gallery to name a few.  

With over 60,000 engaged followers in his social media community, Guttman is an influencer 
who was named an Emerging Voice by Instagram and placed on the platform’s exclusive 
Suggested Users List.

Chief of Photography for a cutting-edge drone research and development lab, Guttman’s 
client list includes Procter & Gamble, Intel, GoPro, ESPN, The Dallas Morning News, The 
New York Institute of Photography, Fodor’s Travel Publications, Tauck Tours, The Kingdom of 
Swaziland, Relais & Châteaux and Luxury Collection properties.

During his travels to five continents, all 50 U.S. states, and 70 countries, he’s ridden 
ostriches, dove with great white sharks and heli-hiked, sleeping in ice hotels and on swamp 
platforms and consuming everything from whale blubber to a drink garnished with a severed 
human toe along the way.

www.chaseguttman.com
Instagram: @chaseguttman

CHASE GUTTMAN

“Fairground Hubbub”
USA

36”x26”
Vibrachrome - Natural Aluminum with 
Semi-Gloss Finish
$700



“American Morning 1 (125th Street, NYC) 
1998, 2015”
USA

20”x16”
Baryta Photo Rag Paper – Handcrafted Black Frame
$950

ARTIST BIO
Spencer Tunick stages scenes in which 
the battle of nature against culture is 
played out against various backdrops, 
from civic center to desert sandstorm, 
man and woman are returned to a 
preindustrial, pre-everything state of 
existence. Tunick has traveled the globe 
to create these still and video images of 
multiple nude figures in public settings. 
Organizing groups from a handful of 
participants to tens of thousands, all 
volunteers, is often logistically daunting; 
the subsequent images transcend 
ordinary categories and meld sculpture 
and performance in a new genre. 
Tunick’s most notable works have been 
commissioned by Art Basel, Switzerland 
(1999), Institut Cultura, Barcelona (2003), 
XXV Biennial de Sao Paulo, Brazil (2002), 
The Saatchi Gallery (2003), MOCA 
Cleveland (2004), Vienna Kunsthalle 
(2008), among others.

www.spencertunick.com
Instagram: @spencertunick

SPENCER TUNICK



ANTHONY FESTA

ALFREDO ROCCIA

“Sunset Under The Pier”
USA

“Sodermalm”
ITALY/UK

18”x12”
HDC Matte Print – Gallery Plexi Mount
$308

30”x20” 
HDC Glossy Print  - Gallery Plexi Mount
$752

ARTIST BIO
Anthony T. Festa is a New York City born 
photographer whose award-winning 
portfolio includes distinctively natural 
settings, significant structures, and serene 
harbors highlighted by the perfect sunset. 
His exceptional images featuring locations 
from across the globe not only move, 
but also inspire. His success rests in 
his ability to summon the viewer to see 
something as never before. He has been 
commissioned for private collections and 
his work has been showcased at various 
galleries and businesses throughout 
the country. His most recent endeavor 
is astrophotography and the American 
Southwest.

www.yourartgallery.com/selectimages

ARTIST BIO
An Italian architect living and working 
in London, Photography is one of his 
greatest passions. Alfredo tries to capture 
the ‘decisive moment’ with which he can 
describe the emotions and feelings of the 
reality around me.

www.yourartgallery.com/roccialfredo



DANIEL CLARKE 

BRUT CARNIOLLUS

“Prince Pier, Melbourne Australia”
UK

“House No.12”
SLOVENIA

16”x16”
Vibrachrome – Natural Aluminum with Glossy Finish
$130

18”x12” 
Hand Stretched Canvas
$127

ARTIST BIO
Daniel is a creative Director and 
photographer based in London. He shoots 
landscape and cityscape images and is 
inspired by the natural and man-made 
beauty in the world. 

www.yourartgallery.com/danielclarke
Instagram: @danclarkephotography

ARTIST BIO
Brut Carniollus is a visual artist and 
photographer specialized in photography 
based digital collage and digital graphics 
executed as original digital UV prints. 
His work is exhibited and awarded 
worldwide. Since 2012 he also serves 
as official paparazzi of International 
artist symposium Slovenia Open To Art. 
His exhibition history can be found at 
https://carniollus.com/about/exhibitions-
recognitions. Since 2017 he is a member 
of The Slovenian Association of Fine Arts 
Societies. He lives and works in Radovljica, 
Slovenia, EU.

www.yourartgallery.com/brut



GARY MIGUES

DENNIS PERRY

“Twilight Fire”
USA

“Circular Stairway inside the Arc de 
Triomphe in Paris, France”
USA

20”x30”
Hand Stretched Canvas
$280

30”x20”
Vibrachrome – Natural Aluminum with Matte Finish
$238

ARTIST BIO
Gary is motivated by curiosity and an 
unquenchable thirst for knowledge. It was 
a freshman college psychology course 
entitled “Perception” that would become 
his source of inspiration. After receiving his 
doctorate degree in Optometry, serendipity 
brought him to a beautiful mountain town in 
Colorado. His work in the fields of optics and 
visual perception has provided him with a 
unique way of looking at the world. Through 
photography he has found the ultimate 
medium in which to express himself, a blend 
of Art and Science. Please join him on his 
photographic odyssey through “Perceptual 
Reality”.

www.yourartgallery.com/Perceptual%20Reality
Instagram: @perceptual_reality

ARTIST BIO
Dennis has done a lot of traveling, 
especially internationally for work, which 
opened his eyes to so much that he 
normally would not have been able to 
experience. Seeing buildings that have 
stood for centuries, different cultures and 
people that are so warm and friendly, 
his view of the world was expanded 
immensely. 

You will see in his images some of his 
favorite places (Prague, Italy, Venice, Paris, 
Beaune, Tours) but every place has its 
own personal charm. While international 
venues are wonderful, finding places 
near his hometown in Florida are just as 
magical. He shoots with a Nikon 35mm.

www.yourartgallery.com/dennispimages



ORLY BENUN 

JERRY GOLAB 

“Delicate Arch”
USA/ISRAEL

“Mercury”
CANADA

18”x12” 
Entrada Smooth Giclee – Handcrafted Wood Frame
$203

18”x12”
HDC Glossy Print – Handcrafted White Frame
$169

ARTIST BIO
Orly Benun was born in New York City and 
raised in Israel. She returned to NYC in 
1989 to attend the Film Department at the 
School of Visual Arts. It was then that she 
realized she could channel her feelings to 
the audience. Orly’s photography includes 
photojournalism, travel, landscape, and 
fine art. Her expressive work evokes a 
sense of mystery and drama through 
color and composition. Orly’s photographs 
capture a moment that is both fleeting 
and timeless.

www.yourartgallery.com/orlybenun
Instagram: @orlybenun

ARTIST BIO
Jerry worked as a Photographer in a 
University setting for 23 years as well as 
Canadian Hot Rods Magazine. He’s been 
published in numerous magazines such 
as Color Magazine, Photographers Form 
and Lights Leaks Magazine (Toy Camera) 
and various group shows.

www.yourartgallery.com/Jerry



LUCIO ALBENGA 

JOHANNES AMKREUTZ

“Black and White Landscape – Move 
Forward”
SPAIN

“Scout in Monument Valley”
USA/NETHERLANDS

18”x12”
Baryta Photo Rag Giclee – Hand Crafted Black 
Frame
$328

18”x12”
Baryta Photo Rag Giclee – Hand Crafted Wood 
Frame
$193

ARTIST BIO
Photographer and Software Developer 
from Tenerife - Canary Islands - Spain 
Lucio is an eclectic photographer, taking 
shots of almost any subject, but he mainly 
considers himself a street photographer. 
He really enjoys freezing those unique 
moments of the people on the street 
doing their daily chores, delving into their 
thoughts and capturing their essence.

www.yourartgallery.com/lfaalbenga
Instagram: @lucio_albenga

ARTIST BIO
What is the result of living for 70 years 
in the beautiful world of atoms and 
molecules and working 50 years as a 
computer scientist? It is to become a 
passionate photographer traveling in the 
real world and capturing the lights of 
atoms and molecules with the bits and 
bytes of a digital darkroom. “Although that 
is impossible to do, I hope you enjoy my 
work” - Johannes Amkreutz

www.yourartgallery.com/janamkreutz



OCTAV BOBAN 

NICHOLAS RAGOVIS 

“Eiffel Square”
ROMANIA

“Blue Boy”
USA

24”x24”
Vibrachrome – White Aluminum with Semi-Glossy 
Finish
$330

18”x12”
Hand Stretched Canvas
$202

ARTIST BIO
Octav Calin Boban, born 6th January 
1988 in Timisoara, Romania. An Architect 
and Photographer he loves art galleries, 
reading, traveling, adventures. He’s 
passionate about fashion, portraiture, 
architecture and landscape photography. 
Octav tries to see the potential in 
everything, and to capture it in a unique 
way, with a twist. Formally, he loves to 
play with lines, colors, compositions, 
geometry, and maybe capture that special 
something that appears just out of 
nowhere... Attitude-wise: a rule breaker, 
seeks the personality in the eyes of the 
subject, the atmosphere inside the space, 
the history behind the setting, the highs 
as well as the depths...

www.yourartgallery.com/Fuhur
Instagram: @fuhurstudio

ARTIST BIO
Nicholas is an enthusiast photographer 
primarily interested in travel, the urban 
landscape and the way people interact 
with their environment.

www.yourartgallery.com/Govis



SWAPAN MUKHERJEE 

SARAH MENZINGER 

“Wisdom Grounded”
INDIA

“Lauriston Castle Stairs in the Scottish 
Capital”
SCOTLAND

18”x12”
HDC Matte Print – Hand Crafted Black Frame
$493

16”x20”
Somerset Velvet Giclee – Hand Crafted Wood Frame
$274

ARTIST BIO
After decades in London, photographing, 
and winning national and international 
awards, Swapan returned to Mumbai, 
India. Where he served as the Chairman, 
of the Photographers Guild of India 
and teaching portraiture and fashion 
photography at a well-known academy 
for a number of years. He had discovered 
photography at the age of fourteen, being 
attracted to its instantaneous nature and 
the ability to record minutest of details 
in a fraction of a second. The advent 
of digital technology was like ‘creative 
nirvana’. It has made him an artist once 
again ! Swapan is the winner of many 
international and national awards for 
architecture, portraits, food and sport 
photography. Most of the images on 
the Your Art Gallery site are mainly 
photographic, while a few are digitally 
‘altered reality’.

www.yourartgallery.com/Swapan007

ARTIST BIO
Sarah lives in Scotland and grew up as 
a child in the countryside. Her love of 
the outdoors and nature stems from 
her upbringing and the times she would 
spend outdoors with her sisters. Shooting 
outdoors and nature photography is a way 
to relax and feel peaceful. Sarah focuses 
mainly on color textures and space in her 
photography. For Your Art Gallery she’s 
created a diverse selection of her favorite 
photography  – “I hope you enjoy my 
photos as much as I do” – Sarah

www.yourartgallery.com/smenzinger



ARTIST BIO
Photography has long been a favorite 
past time of Brian’s and is a journey that 
began in earnest with a two-week road 
trip through California during college. 
Using a small, 35mm, “point and shoot” 
film camera he was able to capture 
some of his first quality, lasting images 
and has been hooked ever since. 

Over the years, cameras and equipment 
have come and gone but the aim has 
remained the same – to capture with a 
still, two dimensional image the beauty 
that is everywhere around us – nature, 
buildings, our everyday surroundings 
– that is often overlooked. As an avid 
adventurer and outdoor enthusiast, he 
pursues photography for the pure fun of 
it, the happiness, challenge, creativity, 
and exposure to the natural and man-
made world that it provides him in 
return. 

Brian’s camera has become an essential 
element while on remote mountain hikes, exploring cities and towns or when traveling the 
country and around the world. He seeks to capture interesting and striking elements of the 
natural or man-made world in such a way that the viewer has an emotional connection to 
the image and is able to escape from their daily routine and feel as if they were experiencing 
these awe-inspiring moments and places in person. 

Featured in magazines such as “Outdoor Photographer” and “Practical Photography”, Brian’s 
photography primarily focuses on observations of the landscape – both natural and man-
made. Having traveled worldwide, the spectacular and diverse landscapes of the western 
United States are some of his favorite locations, due to their seemingly endless subjects and 
creative possibilities in varying seasons and conditions. As a result, his portfolio contains 
images from across the United States and around the globe; it has a particular emphasis 
on the western United States. Living in Colorado, many of his photos are of scenic Rocky 
Mountain landscapes or wildlife that he has enjoyed taking during various backcountry 
adventures – hiking a remote mountain peak, exploring an alpine meadow or waterfall, 
or driving a quiet, rural road – always with camera in hand. Through his photography he 
endeavors to capture brief moments from the beautiful places traveled and hopes at least 
a small sense of their wonder comes through in his images. Photography is a never ending 
journey of exploration, education, challenge, creativity, and fun – one that he invites you to 
share with him.

www.yourartgallery.com/briankphoto
Instagram: @briankerlsphototgraphy

“Oxbow Reflections”

20”x16” 
Limited Edition – 1 of 250
HDC Glossy Print – Gallery Plexi Mount
$235

BRIAN KERLS



Free Membership Upgrade Offer
Your Art Gallery is free to join but this upgrade offer allows you 

access to added benefits including the ability to upload more art 
with even more keywords and categories!

FREE 3 MONTH GOLD MEMBERSHIP
USE CODE: PVGOLD17

Offer expires Oct. 31, 2017 at 11:59 EST. Promo is valued at $14.97

Free Portfolio Book

CUSTOM PORTFOLIO. CHOOSE BETWEEN 4 DESIGNS.
Photoville Attendees can upload 25 NEW images by Oct 15 to 
get FREE portfolio photo book. At YourArtGallery.com we aim to 
accelerate your career -That’s why this season we decided to offer 
our members another free portfolio photo book promotion!

Visit www.yourartgallery.com or email us on 
info@yourartgallery.com for more details.

PHOTOVILLE 2017 SPECIAL OFFERS



High-Quality Fine Art Prints by Thousands of 
Talented Artists Worldwide

www.yourartgallery.com

43 West  24th Street
2nd floor

New York NY 10010

info@yourartgallery.com

(646)638-7171


